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STAFF REPORT 
 

 

MEETING 

DATE: February 28, 2017 

 

TO: City Council 

 

FROM: Regan M. Candelario, City Manager  

 

SUBJECT:  CONSIDERATION OF RESCINDING THE ACTION OF SUPPORT 

RELATING TO THE TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY OF MARIN 

(TAM) BOARD DECISION TO PURSUE STATE LEGISLATION IN 2017 

TO PROVIDE AN EXEMPTION TO THE 2% CAP ON THE LOCAL 

TRANSACTION AND USE TAXES IN ORDER TO ALLOW TAM TO 

CONSIDER PURSUIT OF A NEW SALES TAX MEASURE FOR 

TRANSPORTATION 

  
 

REQUEST 
 

Consideration of Rescinding the Action of Support relating to the Transportation Authority of 

Marin (TAM) Board decision to pursue State Legislation in 2017 to provide an exemption to the 

2% cap on the local transaction and use taxes in order to allow TAM to consider pursuit of a new 

sales tax measure for transportation 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

At the January 24, 2017 meeting, the Council received a presentation from the TAM Board Chair 

and Executive Director, received public comment, and voted 3-2, in favor of submitting a support 

letter to Senator Mike McGuire to introduce legislation. 

 

Soon thereafter, TAM revised their position seeking support from Marin County towns and cities 

and decided to further engage the public and gather community input before pursuing the 

legislation.  This change in the process from TAM is detailed in Attachment 2.  

 

At the February 7, 2017 meeting, Mayor Athas, per City Council Policy, made a request to 

agendize the recension of support from the January 24 meeting on a future agenda for discussion.  

The City Council agreed to discuss the matter on a 4-1 vote.  

 

For this meeting, the Council should provide direction to staff to either: 

 

 Rescind the vote and not send a letter of support, or 

 Not rescind the vote, and therefore, send a letter of support to TAM/Senator Mike McGuire 

to pursue State Legislation in 2017 to provide an exemption to the 2% cap on the local 

transaction and use taxes in order to allow TAM to consider pursuit of a new sales tax 

measure for transportation. 
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Novato, CA  94945 
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 ATTACHMENTS 
 

1. Staff Report from January 24, 2017 Meeting  

2. February 3, 2017-Marin IJ Article TAM Updated Direction and Model 

3. February 6, 2017-Marin IJ Article by Senator McGuire 

4. February 7, 2017 - Letter from Stephanie Moulton Peters and Diane Steinhauser 
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STAFF REPORT 

MEETING 

DATE:  January 24, 2017 

TO: City Council 

FROM: Regan M. Candelario, City Manager 

SUBJECT: CONSIDERATION OF SUPPORT FOR THE TRANSPORTATION 

AUTHORITY OF MARIN IN THEIR EFFORT TO REMOVE A STATE 

PROCEDURAL OBSTACLE TO ALLOW A COMMUNITY 

CONVERSATION AND MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY FOR LOCAL 

JURISDICTIONS  

REQUEST 

Consider discussing and providing direction to staff regarding support of the Transportation 

Authority of Marin (TAM) Board of Commissioner’s unanimous decision on December 1, 2016 

to pursue State legislation in 2017 to provide an exemption to the 2% cap on the local transaction 

and use taxes (also known as the district tax) in order to allow TAM to consider the pursuit of a 

new sales tax measure dedicated for transportation purposes.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Discuss and provide direction to staff. 

DISCUSSION 

The Transportation Authority of Marin (TAM) Board of Commissioners made a unanimous 

decision on December 1, 2016 to pursue State legislation in 2017 to provide an exemption to the 

2% cap on the local transaction and use taxes (also known as the district tax) in order to allow 

TAM to consider the pursuit of a new sales tax measure dedicated for transportation purposes. 

The bill would provide an exemption of no more than 0.5% for the TAM, affording flexibility to 

place items before voters to reauthorize or supplement the existing Half-Cent Transportation 

Sales Tax (Measure A) program, approved by voters in 2004. 

This action would remove a state statute procedural obstacle to allow a community conversation 

and maximum flexibility for local jurisdictions. 

Note the 2% local cap is in addition to the state tax rate, which will drop from 7.5% to 7.25% 

effective January 1st, 2017. In practice, the exemption would allow for the cap in Marin County 

to be 2.5%, which allows the sales tax to be cumulatively raised to a maximum of 9.75%.  

Pursuit of legislation for this exemption would protect the existing sales tax capacity for local 

jurisdictions to pursue local district taxes they may want to utilize in the future for their own 
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local needs since the additional capacity for transportation would not expend existing capacity 

under the existing 2% cap.  

The raising of the cap in and of itself does not constitute approval for a sales tax measure being 

placed on the ballot. Conversations and decisions for the placement of a local transportation sales 

tax on the ballot is a completely separate and inclusive process. A measure to actually raise the 

sales tax limit must first be approved through an ordinance by TAM; an expenditure plan would 

need to be approved by TAM’s member agencies at the local council level, including the Board 

of Supervisors; The Expenditure Plan would then need to be approved by TAM; the Board of 

Supervisors would need to agree to place the sales tax measure on the Countywide ballot, and 

then the special tax must be approved by 2/3 of the county’s registered voters to be imposed. 

TAM staff envisions a multi-year public process and coordination with local jurisdictions, 

partner agencies, community based organizations and the public to provide input to the TAM 

Board to define an Expenditure Plan and to determine whether to pursue an expanded 

Transportation Sales Tax Measure. The cap exemption gives TAM, local jurisdictions and the 

community maximum flexibility as we consider what, if any, additional sales tax for 

transportation should be pursued.  

BACKGROUND 

Existing law authorizes various local governmental entities, subject to certain limitations and 

approval requirements, to levy a transaction and use tax for general purposes, in accordance with 

the procedures and requirements set forth in the Transactions and Use Tax Law, including a 

requirement that the combined rate of all taxes that may be imposed in accordance with that law 

in the county not exceed 2%.  

In recent history, this cap can be quickly reached when both cities and counties enact their own 

district taxes. It is particularly problematic for counties because if one city within a county has 

reached the cap, then the county is precluded from seeking voter approval to self-impose 

additional district taxes. Similarly, cities that have already reached the cap are constrained when 

seeking additional funding for programs and services above the cap.  

At the present time, the Counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, Los Angeles, and San Mateo have 

reached the 2% limit. The Counties of Marin, Monterey, San Diego, and Sonoma are near the 

limit.  The Legislature has previously granted exemptions to the 2% cap for transactions and use 

taxes to support countywide transportation programs, at both the county and local city level.   

For example, the legislature authorized the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority an exemption (AB 23 (Feuer) Chapter 302) in 2008. In 2011, Alameda County was 

provided with an exemption (AB 1086 (Wieckowski) Chapter 327).  Contra Costa County 

received an exemption in 2012 (AB 210 (Wieckowski), Chapter 194).  In 2015, the legislature 

enacted SB 705 (Hill), Chapter 579, to provide San Mateo and Monterey Counties with an 

exemption.  All of these exemptions were specifically related to transportation related sales tax 

measures.  

Proposed legislation for TAM to increase the sales tax limit up to 0.5% would need to be 

approved by the Legislature and signed by the Governor. Senator Mike McGuire has been 

requested to consider sponsoring the legislation.  
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Current Sales Tax Rates in Marin County 

The following table is a list of sales tax levels in Marin County, effective January 1st, 2017. 

After the passage of Statewide Proposition 55 at the November 8th Election (see below on its 

impact), the current maximum sales tax limit for Marin County is 9.25%, which includes the 

state sales tax limit of 7.25%, and the local sales tax allowance of 2%.  The 2% local cap applies 

regardless of the state’s sales tax rate. Without an exemption, no tax can be enacted county-wide 

that puts any jurisdiction in the county over the 2% cap. 

California and Marin County Sales and Use Tax Rates (November 9, 2016) 

3.69% State State's General Fund 

0.25% State State's General Fund 

0.25% State Economic Recovery Bonds (2004) 

0.50% State Local Public Safety Fund (1993) 

0.25% State State's Education Protection Account (2016 Proposition 55) 

0.50% State Local Revenue Fund (local health & social services) (1991) 

1.06% State Local Revenue Fund (2011) 

1.00% State 

0.25% to county transportation funds 

0.75% to city or county operations 

7.25% Statewide Total Statewide Base Sales and Use Tax Rate 

0.25% Marin County Marin Parks/Open Space/Farmland Preservation (2013) 

0.50% Marin County TAM Transportation Sales Tax (2005) 

0.25% Marin County Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit District (2009) 

8.25% 

Marin 

Countywide 

All jurisdictions (including unincorporated Marin County, 

Belvedere, Mill Valley, Ross, and Tiburon), unless indicated 

below 

8.75% Corte Madera 

0.50% Measure B (2013) Emergency Services, Transportation, 

Youth & Senior Programs 

8.75% Larkspur 

0.50% Measure D (2013) Larkspur Street Repair/Essential City 

Services 

8.50% Novato 0.25% Measure C (2015) Sales Tax Extension and Reduction 

8.75% San Anselmo 0.50% Measure D (2014) Vital Services and Infrastructure Needs 

8.75% Sausalito 0.50% Measure O (2015) Essential Services 

9.00% San Rafael 0.75% Measure E (2013) Maintaining Emergency Services 

9.00% Fairfax 0.75% Measure C (2016) Vital Town Service Emergency Protection 

As shown in the table, San Rafael had the highest sales tax at 9.25% before the November 8th 

Election.  However, Fairfax’s Measure C passed on November 8th to increase its sales tax to 

9.25% as well.  Effective January 1st, 2017, the current available increase allowed for a 

countywide increase is 0.25% before reaching the 2.0% limit, since the County’s Measure A 

0.25% sales tax for child care and health services failed on November 8th.    Attachment C is a 

table that summarizes the ballot measure results for Marin County from the November 8th 

Election. 

If TAM were to pursue an increase of sales tax for transportation in the future of 0.5% and no 

other countywide or city specific sales taxes are enacted, it would need to pass legislation similar 

to past legislative exemptions identified above.  It should be emphasized that legislative approval 
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for an exemption to the sales tax limit for Marin County does not actually increase the sales tax 

for Marin County.   

Proposition 55 Tax Extension to Fund Education and Healthcare 

In 2012, California successfully passed Proposition 30 to temporarily raise income tax on 

couples making over $500,000 per year through 2019 and temporarily increasing the statewide 

sales tax by 0.25% through 2016.  Proposition 30 yielded over $6 billion annually to help the 

Legislature pass a balanced budget. 

In the November 8th Election, Proposition 55 was passed to allow the increased income tax on 

single filers making over $250,000 or joint filers making over $500,000 to continue until 2030, 

while allowing the 0.25% sales tax increase from Proposition 30 to expire.  It is estimated that 

anywhere from $4 billion to $9 billion could be realized between 2019 and 2030, depending on 

the health of the economy and stock market.  

The expiration of the sales tax increase from Proposition 55 reduced the State sales tax from 

7.5% to 7.25%, as reflected in the table above, but does not affect the 2% local sales tax cap. 

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORIZATION TO ALLOW FLEXIBILITY 

TAM’s Transportation Sales Tax (Measure A) was approved by Marin voters on November 2, 

2004 and started collecting revenues on a ½ cent sales tax on April 1, 2005.  Measure A 

authorized the collection of sales tax revenues over a 20-year period.  Measure A currently raises 

over $25 million dollars each year dedicated to local transportation projects and programs, and it 

is approaching its 12th year of collection with a sunset date of March 31, 2025. If TAM chooses 

to renew its sales tax, there is no effect on the cap, and no legislation is required. However, the 

TAM Board would like to further consider both a renewal and a potential increase. An increase 

may not be feasible due to the cap that exists now.  

This legislation would remove existing legislative constraints to considering placement of a new 

transportation-related sales tax on the ballot. 

Rather than waiting until the last few years of the existing Measure A Transportation Sales Tax, 

the TAM Board is considering the placement of a renewal and/or increase in the sales tax 

dedicated to transportation in an upcoming Marin general election. The earliest this could occur 

is 2018.  

The TAM Board agrees the time is optimal to legislatively seek an exemption to the sales tax cap 

limit for Marin County in anticipation of reauthorizing or increasing the transportation sales tax 

as early as 2018. It is imperative that a sales tax cap increase occur before any sales tax needing 

the exemption is placed on the ballot. Legislation approved by the legislature and Governor in 

2017would become effective on January 1, 2018. This allowance would give TAM and its 

member agencies the maximum flexibility in considering the placement of a county-wide sales 

tax on the ballot in June or November of 2018.   

There is evidence that the public may support an extend-and-expand option for Marin’s 

transportation related sales tax, allowing for more transportation needs to be met. Unless the cap 

is raised, TAM will be precluded from considering all options in response to public interest. The 
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Legislature and Governor Brown have consistently approved local sales tax cap legislation for 

transportation purposes.  

Process and Schedule for Legislation Introduction 

Senator Mike McGuire has been responsive to TAM’s request for sponsoring a bill seeking an 

exemption to the cap. Senator McGuire would need to introduce legislation by the third week of 

February at the latest.   

Action from each jurisdiction in Marin supporting an exemption to the existing sales tax cap to 

allow consideration of a sales tax increase. 

Once a bill is introduced, TAM will await its assignment to a policy committee. The 2017 

Legislative Session is the first year of a two-year session.  Bills will most likely be heard in early 

April.  Since TAM’s legislation is only requesting permission for an exemption of up to 0.5%, 

the bill would be a majority vote item if it were to clear policy committee and head to the Floor. 

The bill would not be designated as fiscal, meaning that it would not be heard by the 

Appropriations Committee. 

After heading to policy committee and a Floor vote, the process repeats in the other house.  If 

TAM’s legislation passes with a majority vote bill and it is signed into law by the Governor, the 

bill would take effect on January 1, 2018. 

NEXT STEP 

Receive statements of support from each jurisdiction in Marin for TAM to seek legislation to 

remove a procedural obstacle and begin a thorough community conversation about whether to 

pursue a new sales tax measure dedicated to transportation purposes in Marin County. TAM 

would pursue State legislation in 2017 to provide an exemption to the 2% cap on the local 

transaction and use taxes (also known as the district tax). The bill would provide an exemption of 

no more than 0.5% for the Transportation Authority of Marin (TAM), affording flexibility to 

place items before voters to reauthorize or supplement the existing Transportation Sales Tax 

(Measure A) program. 

TAM will continue to work with Senator Mike McGuire to introduce legislation by the third week 

of February at the latest.  

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Attachment A:  Draft Sample Fact Sheet

2. Attachment B:  Draft Sales Tax Exemption Language

3. Attachment C:  Marin November 2016 Ballot Measures and Results

4. Attachment D:  List of Local Sales Tax Exemption Bills
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ATTACHMENT A 
nd Use Tax – Cap Increase 

PURPOSE 
Senate Bill XXXX would provide an exemption to 
the 2% cap on the local transaction and use taxes 
(also known as the district tax) in order to allow 
the Transportation Authority of Marin to pursue a 
measure dedicated for transportation purposes. 
The bill would provide an exemption of no more 
than .5% for the Transportation Authority of 
Marin (TAM), affording flexibility to place items 
before voters to fund local transportation 
programs. 

EXISTING LAW 
Current law allows cities and counties to impose 
transaction and use taxes, also known as district 
taxes, at a rate of up to 2% of total sales. This cap 
is quickly reached when both cities and counties 
enact their own district taxes. It is particularly 
problematic for counties because if one city 
within a county has reached the cap, then the 
county is precluded from seeking voter approval 
to self-impose additional district taxes. Similarly, 
cities that have already reached the cap are 
constrained when seeking additional funding for 
programs and services above the cap.  

PROBLEM & BACKGROUND 
The 2% cap was implemented more than a 
decade ago, in 2003. Since then, several bills 
have gone through the Legislature to create 
individual exceptions to the cap, including SB 705 
(Hill), which the Governor signed in 2015 to allow 
the Counties of San Mateo and Monterey 
exemptions of .5% and .375%, respectively, to 
place transportation sales tax measures on the 
ballot. 

In Marin, the City of San Rafael is currently at 
9.25%, leaving only .25% of capacity for any 
measure. If San Rafael takes up the remaining 
capacity the County would be precluded pursue 
a measure for any purpose. Voters approved 
Measure A in 2004, which provided $331 million 
over a 20 year period for local transportation 
projects in Marin County. With the expiration of 

Measure A on the horizon, TAM is considering 
placing another measure for voter approval to 
continue to address Marin County’s 
infrastructure needs.  They cannot place a 
measure on the ballot without the capacity to do 
so. 

SOLUTION 
SB XXX provides an exemption on the cap on 
district taxes in Marin County, allowing the 
county and their cities to seek voter approval at 
the current two-thirds vote threshold for 
incremental tax increases.  

SUPPORT 

STAFF CONTACT 
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ATTACHMENT B 

Please draft the following bill to amend Sections 7299 and 7300 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code to read as follows: 

SB XXXX (Legislator). Transactions and use taxes: Transportation Authority of Marin 

Existing law authorizes various local governmental entities, subject to certain 
limitations and approval requirements, to levy a transactions and use tax for general 
purposes, in accordance with the procedures and requirements set forth in the 
Transactions and Use Tax Law, including a requirement that the combined rate of all 
taxes that may be imposed in accordance with that law in the county not exceed 2%.  

This bill would authorize the Transportation Authority of Marin to impose a 
transaction and use tax for the support of countywide transportation programs at a 
rate of up to 0.5% that, in combination with other specified taxes, would exceed the 
combined rate limit.  

These provisions would be repealed by their own terms on January 1, 2028, if an 
ordinance is not approved, as specified.  

This bill would make legislative findings and declarations as to the necessity of a 
special statute for the County of Marin.  

7299. Notwithstanding any other law, the Transportation Authority of Marin may 
impose a transactions and use tax for the support of countywide transportation 
programs at a rate of up to 0.5% percent that would, in combination with all taxes 
imposed in accordance with Part 1.6 (commencing with Section 7251), exceed the 
limit established in Section 7251.1, if all of the following requirements are met:  

(a) The Transportation Authority of Marin adopts an ordinance proposing the
transactions and use tax by any applicable voting approval requirement.

(b) The ordinance proposing the transactions and use tax is submitted to the
electorate and is approved by the voters voting on the ordinance in accordance with
Article XIII C of the California Constitution.

(c) The transactions and use tax conforms to the Transactions and Use Tax Law, Part
1.6 (commencing with Section 7251), other than Section 7251.1.

7300. If the ordinance proposing the transactions and use tax is not approved as 
required by subdivision (b) of Section 7299, this chapter shall be repealed as of 
January 1, 2028.  

SEC. 3. (a) The Legislature finds and declares that the special law contained in 
Section 1 of this measure is necessary and that a general law. 
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ATTACHMENT C 

Highlighted texts indicate that streets and roads are eligible components of the measure and underlined texts indicate a sales tax measure. 

NOVEMBER 2016 MARIN BALLOT MEASURES 

Jurisdiction Tax Type & 
Name 

What does the tax pay for? Amount Duration 
if passed 

Result 

Countywide tax Sales Tax  
“Measure A” 

Sales Tax for expanded preschool, child care and health 
services for low-income children:  Fifty percent of the funds 
would be used to fund quality preschool. A quarter of the 
proceeds would be used for affordable child care. Fifteen percent 
would be used for health care services and wellness programs. 
And 10 percent of the tax money would pay for afterschool and 
summer programs for children in kindergarten through second 
grade.   

¼ cent Sales Tax 9 Years 2/3 Needed 

Failed 
62.99% 

Kentfield 
(School 
District) 

Parcel Tax  
“Measure B” 

Parcel tax benefiting the Kentfield School District: The 
measure seeks authority to levy $1,600 per parcel annually. The 
measure would also extend the tax for 10 years and permit 
annual 5 percent increases in the rate.   The new tax would 
replace a parcel tax approved by Kentfield voters in 2007 to fund 
the school district; Measure A is due to expire in the 2017-18 
fiscal year.  

$1,600  Annually 10 Years 2/3 Needed 

Failed 
57.72% 

Fairfax Sales Tax  
“Measure C” 

Sales tax to maintain and enhance quality public safety and 
general services, improve infrastructure such as repairing 
sidewalks, pedestrian trails, repaving streets, and enhancing 
downtown: Fairfax voters will be asked to approve a 0.25 
percentage point increase in the town’s existing 0.5 percent sales 
tax to 0.75 percent and extend the tax for 10 years.  

¼ cent Sales Tax 
(increase from 
existing ½ cent 
sales tax) 

10 years Majority 
Needed 

Passed 
76.49% 

Mill Valley 
(School 
District) 

Parcel Tax  
“Measure E” 

Parcel tax benefiting the Mill Valley School District: Increase 
and an extension of a parcel tax for the Mill Valley School 
District. The ballot measure proposes boosting the $865 annual 
parcel tax to $980 yearly beginning July 1, 2017. The measure 
would renew the tax for another 12 years and allow it to increase 
5 percent each year through 2029. 

$980 Annually 12 years 2/3 Needed 

Failed 
66.30% 
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Novato 
(School 
District) 

Bond  
Measure 
“Measure G” 

Bond measure benefiting Novato Unified School District: 
Bond to pay for repairs, upgrades and new furniture in Novato 
Unified School District schools.   The maximum possible cost to 
homeowners would be $60 per $100,000 of assessed property 
value for 25 years.  

Up to $60 per 
$100,000 of 
assessed property 
value 

25 years 55% Needed 

Passed 
56.66% 

Mill Valley Special 
Property Tax 
“Measure H” 

Special property tax to pay for maintenance and repair of 
local roads and fire suppression efforts, including vegetation 
removal: Proposal to replace the city’s municipal services tax 
with a special property tax to pay for maintenance and repair of 
local roads and fire suppression efforts, including vegetation 
removal.   

$266 annually for 
owners of single-
family residences, 
with a 2 percent 
annual adjustment. 

10 years 2/3 Needed 

Passed 
77.35% 

Ross Parcel Tax  
“Measure K” 

Parcel tax used to pay for public safety services: The tax, 
which is due to expire June 30, 2017, would cost both residential 
and commercial property owners $970 per dwelling unit. The 
measure would extend the tax for another eight years, with 
increases based on the consumer price index.  

$970 annually per 
dwelling unit 

8 years 2/3 Needed 

Passed 
78.13% 

Muir Beach  
(Community 
Services 
District) 

Parcel Tax  
“Measure L” 

Parcel tax to pay for fire protection services: A tax that used 
to serve that purpose expired June 30, 2016. The measure 
proposes a new tax of $213 per parcel annually beginning in 
fiscal year 2016-17 and continuing 10 years until fiscal year 
2025-26, with annual consumer price index increases allowable.  
Exemptions would be available to the owners of single-family 
residences who live in their own homes and have a household 
income of 80 percent and below of median income for Marin 
County. 

$213 annually per 
parcel 

10 years 2/3 Needed 

Passed 
77.50% 

Kent 
Woodlands 

Special Tax 
(Safety) 
“Measure M” 

Increase of the tax that pays for a Marin County Sheriff’s 
Office deputy to patrol the Kent Woodlands neighborhood: 
The measure proposes increasing the tax from $260 per living 
unit yearly to $360 per living unit yearly, with an annual 
adjustment for inflation not to exceed 3 percent per year.  

$360 annually per 
living unit 
(increase from 
$260 per living 
unit) 

In effect 
until 
repealed 

2/3 Needed 

Passed 
68.81% 
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Kent 
Woodlands 

Special Tax 
(Safety) 
“Measure N” 

New special tax to pay for the installation and maintenance 
of surveillance cameras that read the license plates of 
vehicles entering and exiting the community:   A special tax 
to purchase and install License Plate Readers (LPR) that record 
the license plates of vehicles traveling through the Kent 
Woodlands neighborhood so as to deter criminal activities, such 
as burglary. 

Up to $100 per 
living unit in fiscal 
2016-17 and as 
much as $11 per 
living unit each 
year thereafter. 

In effect 
until 
repealed 

2/3 Needed 

Passed 
72.04% 

County Service 
Area #29 
(Paradise Cay) 

Parcel Tax  
“Measure O” 

Renew of a parcel tax paid by Paradise Cay voters to dredge 
the channels that connect the Tiburon yacht harbor to San 
Francisco Bay and increase the tax by 25 percent: Under the 
ballot measure, the tax would increase from $1,200 on each 
original lot to $1,500. Voters in Paradise Cay first agreed to the 
dredging tax in 1992.  

$1,500 annually 
per original lots 
located within the 
Service Area 
(increase from 
$1200) 

10 years 2/3 Needed 

Passed 
87.18% 
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LIST OF LOCAL SALES TAX EXEMPTION BILLS 

In 1987, the Legislature imposed a maximum combined rate of 1% on all transactions 
and use taxes (TUT) within any county.  That rate was incrementally increased - first to 
1.5% in 1990 and then to 2% in 2003. The TUT law authorizes the adoption of local add-
on rates to the combined state and local sales tax rate. Under existing law, cities and 
counties may impose a TUT for general or special purposes, subject to voter approval, 
provided that the combined countywide rate of tax does not exceed 2%.  

Therefore, when a city or district imposes a transactions and use tax, the increased tax 
rate counts toward the county's cap, which means that the county is restricted in its ability 
to raise revenues on a countywide basis.  

Currently the Counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, Los Angeles, Monterey, and San 
Mateo have reached the 2% limit and have sought exemptions.  The Counties of Marin, 
San Diego, and Sonoma are near the 2% limit. 

These taxes may be imposed either directly by the city or county, or through a special 
purpose entity established by the city or county. Counties may also create a transportation 
authority to impose district taxes under the Public Utilities Code or designate a 
transportation planning agency to impose a district tax, subject to the applicable voter 
approval requirements. 

According to the Board of Equalization, there are 202 local jurisdictions, including cities, 
counties, and special purpose entities, that impose a district tax for general or specific 
purposes.  Of the 202 jurisdictions, 48 are county-imposed taxes and 154 are city-
imposed taxes.  Of the 48 county-imposed taxes, 44 are imposed for special purposes. Of 
the 154 city-imposed taxes, 124 are general-purpose taxes and 30 are special purpose 
taxes. 

The Legislature has previously granted exemptions to the 2% statutory cap for 
transactions and use taxes to primarily support countywide transportation programs. 
Governor Brown has preferred to sign these bills into law rather than exemptions for 
general purposes.  

Below is a list of bills that have been considered by the legislature: 

1. AB 1665 (Bonilla), Chapter 45, Statutes of 2016, removes the existing authority
granted to Alameda County and Contra Costa County to impose an additional
transaction and use tax (TUT), subject to voter approval, and instead grants Contra
Costa County's existing authority to the Contra Costa Transportation Authority
(CCTA).

The bill was chaptered in July allowing CCTA time to place Measure X on the
November 2016 ballot.  It failed by receiving only 62% of the vote.
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2. SB 705 (Hill), Chapter 579, Statutes of 2015, authorizes Monterey and San Mateo
Counties to impose a countywide sales tax for transportation purposes (1/8% and
1/2% respectively) that would, in combination with all other locally imposed sales
tax, exceed the 2% tax rate cap if certain requirements are met.

Monterey used its exemption to place a ballot on the November 2016 ballot. San
Mateo intends to do so in November of 2018.

3. AB 464 (Mullin) would have increased the maximum combined rate of all
transactions and use taxes (district taxes) that may be levied by authorized entities
within a county from 2% to 3%.  This bill was vetoed by the Governor.

In his veto message, Governor Brown stated: “Although I have approved raising
the limit for individual counties, I am reluctant to approve this measure in view
of all the taxes being discussed and proposed for the 2016 ballot.”

4. AB 1324 (Skinner), Chapter 795, Statutes of 2014, allows the City of El Cerrito to
adopt an ordinance to impose a transactions and use tax not to exceed 0.5% for
general purposes that would, in combination with other taxes, exceed the statutory
limit of 2%.   According to the author, "The City of El Cerrito was hit particularly
hard by the recession and the local economy is still struggling to recover.  As a result,
local property values have declined.  The sluggish economy, diminished revenues
from reduced property assessments, the loss of redevelopment, store relocations, and
other factors are forcing the city to reduce services."

The Governor, sympathetic to the City’s fiscal emergency, signed the bill.  This bill
has been the exception to the types of bills that have been signed.

The City subsequently placed Measure R on the November 2014 ballot to
“protect/maintain City services, including fire prevention/ emergency services;
emergency response times; neighborhood police patrols; firefighter/ police staffing;
crime prevention/investigation resources; after-school programs; library hours/
programs; senior services; open space, parks, paths/ playfields; other general City
services.”

5. AB 210 (Weickowski), Chapter 194, Statutes of 2013, extends the current authority
for Alameda County to adopt an ordinance imposing a transaction and use tax from
January 1, 2014, to December 31, 2020, and allows Contra Costa County to adopt an
ordinance imposing a transactions and use tax in the same manner as Alameda
County.  The bill, which was sponsored by the Alameda County Transportation
Commission and supported by the Contra Costa County Transportation Authority,
was authored for purposes of placing a transportation sales tax measure on each
county’s respective ballot. Alameda placed Measure BB on the November 2014
ballot, which acquired was approved with over 70% of the vote.
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6. SB 33 (Wolk) of 2013 would have allowed the County of Sonoma or any city within
the County to impose a transactions and use tax for general purposes, and allow
Sonoma County, any city within Sonoma County, or the Sonoma County
Transportation Authority to impose a transactions and use tax for a specific purpose
including, but not limited to the support of transportation and road maintenance
programs and library services by up to 0.5% that would, in combination with all other
transaction and use taxes, exceed the 2% statutory limit.  The bill failed passage.

7. AB 1086 (Weickowski), Chapter 327, Statutes of 2011, allows Alameda County to
adopt an ordinance, until January 1, 2014, to impose a transactions and use tax not to
exceed 0.5% for the support of countywide transportation programs that would, in
combination with other taxes, exceed the statutory limit of 2%.

8. AB 2321 (Feuer), Chapter 302, Statutes of 2008, amends the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) existing authority to adopt a .5%
transactions and use tax (sales tax) in Los Angeles County by eliminating outdated
deadlines for specific projects and programs and extending the period in which the
tax can be collected from six and one-half years to 30 years, subject to a two-thirds
approval of local voters.

This bill allowed Metro to place Measure R on the November 2008 ballot. The
measure passed with 67% of the vote.

9. SB 314 (Murray), Chapter 785, Statutes of 2003, enacts provisions originally
authorizing the .5% sales tax, for no more than six and one-half years, for specific
transportation projects and programs.  That sales tax was never imposed.  Metro now
believes that the November 2008 ballot may be a viable time to place this sales tax
proposal, amended to reflect the changes contemplated in this bill, before Los
Angeles voters.  This bill was superseded by AB 2321.
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Mann transportation sales tax push halted; more detailed plan promised

Mann agency tries new plan after failing to get support

By Adrian Rodriguez, Mann Independent Journal

Friday, February 3, 2017

Transportation Authority of Mann officials said this week they will
deliver a detailed plan before continuing a push to lift the local sales
tax cap to fund transportation projects.

The move comes as transportation officials have struggled to garner
support from local cities and towns for state legislation that would
authorize a sales tax cap exemption to consider extending and
increasing Measure A, the agency’s half-cent sales tax approved in
2004. The hope was to consider placing the issue, which would
require two-thirds support to pass, on the 2018 ballot. It would take
effect in 2025, when the existing tax expires.

TAM was set to shop the proposal around all Mann councils, but on Tuesday rescinded its request.

Larkspur city staff removed the discussion from Wednesday’s City Council agenda — Mill Valley and Corte
Madera, set to meet next week, did the same. And at the request of Mayor Denise Athas, the Novato City
Council will consider whether it should rescind its endorsement of the proposal. The San Rafael City Council
has voted to take no action on the request, and the Fairfax Town Council endorsed it on a 4-1 vote.

“We are pushing the reset button,” said Dianne Steinhauser, the authority’s executive director. “It’s the reaction
we are getting from city and town councils, that they really want to know more about the detail of the plan.”

Under the state’s Transactions and Use Tax Law, a local sales tax can be no more than 2 percent above the
statewide rate, which is currently set at 7.25 percent.

Mann is near its 9.25 percent limit, with Novato’s tax rate at 8.50 percent; Corte Madera, Larkspur, San
Anselmo and Sausalito at 8.75 percent and San Rafael and Fairfax at 9 percent as of Jan. 1. Other Mann cities,
including unincorporated areas are at 8.25 percent.

The maximum amount a tax could be raised is 0.5 percent. Steinhauser said it has not been decided by how
much the tax should be raised, if at all, under the TAM proposal.

She said, “We are doing this in response to the constant outcry, ‘Why can’t you do more for transportation?”

The tax could help fund Mann school bus services, rehabilitation and upgrades of local streets and roads,
pedestrian improvements, senior mobility options and local road operations, she said.

Last month when the San Rafael City Council took on the discussion, Mayor Gary Phillips, who is on the TAM
board, was the only council member ready to endorse the plan.

He said it appeared some cities and towns were concerned about TAM’s “unclear message.”

http://www.maninij.com/article/no/20170203/news/170209910&template=printart 1/216
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“It certainly came up in our meeting as a principal concern, too,” he said. “But there was a shortfall in the
presentation of how the funds would be used, and there was reluctance to support that.”

The plan now is to engage the community and then develop a plan that would detail specific transportation
projects to be funded. That way, taxpayers know what to expect, Steinhauser said.

The slower approach has support from Sen. Mike McGuire, D-Healdsburg, who is considering authoring the bill
with Assemblyman Marc Levine, D-San Rafael, that could lift the cap.

McGuire said he is setting no deadline, but is asking TAM officials to get consensus from all Mann cities and
towns. He also requests that TAM officials conduct a robust community engagement process that will aid them
in developing a detailed transportation plan.

“The top priority has to be community involvement and consensus,” McGuire said. “And once that happens, we
are more than willing to sit down with TAM and Assembly member Levine to go over the transportation plan.”

Meanwhile, McGuire recently introduced with Sen. Jim Beall, D-San Jose, a state transportation bill that would
generate more than $6 billion annually to fund highway improvements and paving projects.

If that state bill is passed, more than $14 million would be invested throughout Mann County, including about
$8.5 million invested in unincorporated county roadways, $2.2 million in San Rafael, $2 million in Novato and
about $366,000 in Corte Madera.

McGuire expects the bill to see its first hearing in the next few weeks. The earliest it could pass would be
August, he said.

URL:
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Mann Voice: Time for a consensus plan for solving transportation woes

By Mike McGuire

Monday, February 6, 2017

In this space, just a few weeks ago, I wrote about the need for a long-term solution to our transportation
nightmares — congestion and our crumbling highways, local roads and streets.

I discussed new funding streams to tackle this massive liability, our crumbling highway and road infrastructure,
via Senate Bill 1.

The bill is the state Senate’s comprehensive transportation solution and it continues to advance in the Legislature
and we’re hoping to get it passed by the end of summer.

Separately, over the past couple of weeks, we’ve seen a healthy community discussion about the potential of the
Transportation Authority of Mann’s proposal to seek legislation that would lift the sales tax cap in Mann. I was
happy to see this dialogue, since lifting the sales tax cap is a big deal and the issue deserves a sincere and robust
evaluation and community-wide conversation about the potential positive and negative impacts it could have
here in Mann.

This discussion started a few months ago, when TAM approached our office to see if it was possible to raise the
local sales tax cap, in anticipation of a possible ballot measure for road and street projects along with transit. As
always, when we’re working on issues affecting local communities, we wanted to make sure there was
consensus from county and city leaders, stakeholders and residents of Mann, before moving forward.

That’s why we asked TAM to present the idea to each of the city councils, the Board of Supervisors and meet
with key organizations to discuss the issue.

It became obvious to TAM that there was not yet a consensus on how to move forward to solve the significant
transportation issues in Mann — especially around raising the sales tax cap. Clearly more time is needed to
study alternatives and for community input.

Additional feedback is needed from city councils and the Board of Supervisors for TAM to develop a detailed
expenditure plan and show residents how lifting the cap will benefit their hometowns and the county as a whole.

TAM will also need to meet with local groups and residents to solicit feedback on what — if anything — they
want. At that point, TAM would develop a detailed transportation project expenditure plan focused on each city
and the county — which would again be a public process.

TAM would then go back out to each city council and the Board of Supervisors to see if there is consensus on a
detailed transportation project plan.

Only then would I consider advancing legislation, which would give voters the authority to make the final
decision about any increase in the sales tax. It’s all back to what the community decides it wants.

There isn’t a set timeline for this. The cities, county and residents can’t be rushed and a good public process
takes time. The community conversation has to be transparent and open before there is any consideration to
advance legislation.

http://www.marinij.com/article/N O/20170206/LOCAL1/170209873&template=printart 1/2
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We have severe transportation infrastructure issues across the state of California, but particularly here in Mann,
and they need to be addressed. That’s why it remains a top priority of mine to pass a comprehensive statewide
transportation plan that would advance a $6 billion funding package to improve our roads and infrastructure and
invest more than $14 million right here in Mann.

These transportation issues are impacting our daily lives, our climate, and our economy.

As for the TAM proposal, I look forward to the conversation between residents, city and county leaders and
transportation officials in the months to come. I always welcome your feedback about this issue or others. Feel
free to give me a shout at 415-479-6612 or come see us at the Civic Center; we’re on the fourth floor near the
library.

State Sen. Mike McGuire represents Mann in the state Senate. He serves on both the Senate Transportation and
Housing and Budget Committees and chairs the Senate Governance and Finance Committee. He is a Democrat
from Heatdsburg.

URL: http
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Over the last three weeks, the Transportation Authority of Mann has introduced to our local city
www.tam.ca.gov and town councils the idea of renewing our transportation sales tax. Passed by voters in 2004,

the 20-year tax will expire near the end of 2024. While there are 7 years remaining for the tax to
Belvedere be collected, there are advantages to renewing early, creating an ongoing reliable stream of

James Campbell revenue to continue much needed projects and programs. We are grateful for the conversation
that has taken place thus far and appreciate the feedback we have received from elected officials

Corte Madera and Mann residents.
Diane Furst

Faufax At the same time as discussing renewal, TAM also introduced the idea of whether we should

John Reed create any additional revenue. The need for congestion relief on Highway 101, school
bus service, and pothole repairs have all been identified by our residents, our businesses, and

Larkspur our community organizations.
Dan Hillmer

How to tackle those needs must be the subject of robust public conversation and consideration
Mill Valley in our communities.

Stephanie Moulton-Peters

Novato
As a first step, TAM explored whether to seek an exemption from the current state law limiting

Eric Lucan local sales tax, to consider whether a new transportation sales tax is warranted. While TAM
first pursued action on the sales tax, we have received feedback that it should have been at a

Ross later step in the process. What must come first is a clear understanding of what the sales tax
P. Beach KuhI pays for now, what needs are unmet, what are the ways to pay for those nceds, and whether

Mann should generate more local funds for meeting those needs.
San Anselmo

Tom Mclnerney TAM appreciates engaging in discussions at the City of San Rafael, Town of Fairfax, and City
ofNovato. The idea of further raising sales tax is a valid discussion, but we also believe we

San Rafael . .

Gary PhIl need more time to solicit your feedback and the feedback from residents and community groups
about this pressing issue.

Sausalito
Ray Withy Knowing this TAM will be putting any actions related to the lifting of Mann’s sales tax on hold,

as we embark on an inclusive community engagement process around meeting local
Tiburon transportation needs.

Alice Fredericks

We will not be placing a time limit on these discussions, believing that a positive public process
County of Mann takes time and we want to get it right.

Damon Connolly

riears Please continue to participate in this very important disctission over the next many months. We

Dennis Rodoni will be following up with this letter in the coming weeks about future opportunities to directly
Judy Arnold engage on these important discussions.

Respectfully,

Stephanie Moulton-Peters Dianne Steinhauser
Chair Executive Director
Transportation Authority of Mann Transportation Authority of Mann

Making the Most of Mann County TransportatIon Dollars
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